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SINGULARITY CATEGORIES OF REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRAS
OVER LOCAL RINGS
MING LU
Abstract. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra with finite global dimension, Rk = K[X]/(X
k)
be the Z-graded local ring with k ≥ 1, and Λk = Λ ⊗K Rk. We consider the singularity cat-
egory Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) of the graded modules over Λk. It is showed that there is a tilting
object in Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) such that its endomorphism algebra is isomorphic to the triangular
matrix algebra Tk−1(Λ) with coefficients in Λ and there is a triangulated equivalence between
Dsg(mod
Z/kZ(Λ)) and the root category of Tk−1(Λ). Finally, a classification of Λk up to the
Cohen-Macaulay representation type is given.
1. Introduction
The singularity category of an algebra is defined to be the Verdier quotient of the bounded
derived category with respect to the thick subcategory formed by complexes isomorphic to
bounded complexes of finitely generated projective modules [8], see also [18]. Recently, D. Orlov’s
global version [42] attracted a lot of interest in algebraic geometry and theoretical physics. In
particular, the singularity category measures the homological singularity of an algebra [18]: the
algebra has finite global dimension if and only if its singularity category is trivial.
Singularity categories have deep relationship with Gorenstein algebras. A fundamental result
of R. Buchweitz [8] and D. Happel [18] states that for a Gorenstein algebra A, its singularity cat-
egory is triangulated equivalent to the stable category of Gorenstein projective (also called (max-
imal) Cohen-Macaulay) A-modules, which generalizes J. Rickard’s result [45] on self-injective
algebras. For any artin algebra A, denote by Gproj(A) its subcategory of Gorenstein projec-
tive modules. Inspired by the representation type of algebras, one can define Cohen-Macaulay
representation type of algebras, explicitly, if Gproj(A) has only finitely many non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects, then A is called to be of finite Cohen-Macaulay type or CM-finite, see
e.g. [34, 6]; otherwise, A is called to be of infinite Cohen-Macaulay type or CM-infinite.
Another motivation of this paper is the root category of a finite-dimensional algebra. Root
category was first introduced by D. Happel [16] for finite-dimensional hereditary algebras. Let
A be a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra over a field K. Let Db(mod(A)) be the derived
category of finitely generated right A-modules. Then the root category RA of A is defined to
be the 2-periodic orbit category Db(mod(A))/Σ2, where Σ is the shift functor. It was proved
by L. Peng and J. Xiao [43] that the root category RA is a triangulated category. With this
triangle structure, L. Peng and J. Xiao [44] constructed a so called Ringel-Hall Lie algebra
associated to each root category and realized all the symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. In
general, for A not hereditary, Db(mod(A))/Σ2 is not triangulated, with the help of the DG orbit
categories defined in [26], one can construct another 2-periodic triangulated category which is a
triangulated hull of Db(mod(A))/Σ2. This triangulated hull is also called the root category of
A and is denoted also by RA, see e.g. [10].
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Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra with finite global dimension, Rk = K[X]/(X
k) be the
Z-graded local ring with X degree 1 where k is a positive integer, and Λk = Λ ⊗K Rk. Then
Λk is a positively graded Gorenstein algebra. C. M. Ringel and M. Schmidmeier [49] investigate
the Gorenstein projective modules over Λk with Λ hereditary of type A2 by using submodule
categories, and describe its Auslander-Reiten quiver for k < 6. The structure of this kind of
submodule categories has been studied by many people, see [48, 49, 52, 53, 54] and the references
therein, and have been discovered to be related to weighted projective lines, see [28, 29, 30] and
the references therein.
Later, C. M. Ringel and P. Zhang [50] prove that the singularity category of Λ2 is triangulated
equivalent to the triangulated orbit category Db(mod(Λ))/Σ for Λ a path algebra KQ, where
Q is an acyclic quiver. X.-H. Luo and P. Zhang generalize these works and introduce monic
representations to describe the Gorenstein projective modules over A⊗KKQ (also A⊗K (KQ/I)
with I generated by monomial relations) with A a finite-dimensional algebra [37, 38]. Recently,
D. Shen describes Gorenstein projective modules over the tensor product of two algebras in
terms of their underlying one-sided modules [51], see also [21].
In this paper, we mainly consider the singularity categories Dsg(mod(Λk)) and Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))
over Λk.
K. Yamaura [58] proved that for a positively graded self-injective algebra, its stable category
of the Z-graded modules admits a tilting object. Following him, we prove that the singularity
category Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) of the Z-graded modules over Λk has a tilting object with the same con-
struction, in particular, its endomorphism algebra is isomorphic to the triangular matrix algebra
Tk−1(Λ) with coefficients in Λ. In this way, we get that Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) is triangulated equiva-
lent to the bounded derived category Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))). Viewing Λk as a Z/kZ-graded algebra
naturally and considering the singularity category Dsg(mod
Z/kZ(Λk)), we prove that the above
triangulated equivalence induces a triangulated equivalence Dsg(mod
Z/kZ(Λk)) ≃ RTk−1(Λ). Fur-
thermore, when k = 2, this result recovers the result of [50]: Dsg(mod(Λ2)) ≃ D
b(mod(Λ))/Σ if
Λ is hereditary. Finally, we classify Λk up to the Cohen-Macaulay representation type, and give
some examples to describe the Auslander-Reiten quivers for some Λk of CM-finite type.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations. Throughout this paper K is an algebraically closed field and algebras are
finite-dimensional K-algebras unless specified.
For a K-algebra A, we denote
⊲ JA –the Jacobson radical of A,
⊲ Aop – the opposite algebra,
⊲ Mod(A) – category of the right A-modules,
⊲ mod(A) – category of finitely generated right A-modules,
⊲ proj(A) – category of finitely generated right projective A-modules,
⊲ D = HomK(−,K) – the standard duality,
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⊲ D(Mod(A)) – derived category of the right A-modules,
⊲ Db(mod(A)) – bounded derived category of finitely generated right A-modules,
⊲ Σ – the shift functor,
⊲ gl.dimA – global dimension of A.
We identify mod(Aop) with the category of the finitely generated left A-modules. For an
additive category A, we use indA to denote the set of all non-isomorphic indecomposable objects
in A.
2.2. Group graded algebras. Let G be an abelian group with its multiplication denoted by +
and its identity element by 0. Let A =
⊕
i∈GAi be a G-graded algebra. A G-graded A-module
X is of form
⊕
i∈GXi, where Xi is the degree i part of X. The category mod
G(A) of (finitely
generated) G-graded A-modules is defined as follows.
• The objects are G-graded A-modules,
• For G-graded A-modules X and Y , the morphism space from X to Y in modG(A) is
defined by
HommodG(A)(X,Y ) := {f ∈ HomA(X,Y )|f(Xi) ⊆ Yi for any i ∈ G}.
We denote by projG(A) the full subcategory of modG(A) consisting of projective objects.
For i ∈ G, the grade shift functor (i) : modZ(A)→ modZ(A), X 7→ X(i), is defined by letting
X(i) = ⊕j∈GX(i)j , where X(i)j := Xj+i. Then for any two G-graded A-modules X,Y , we have
HomA(X,Y ) =
⊕
i∈G
HommodG(A)(X,Y (i)).
It is a well-known fact that there is a forgetful functor F : modG(A) → mod(A), which
associates to M ∈ modG(A) the underlying ungraded A-module.
Recall that D : mod(A)→ mod(Aop) is the standard duality. It induces the following duality.
For any X ∈ modG(A), we regard D(X) as a G-graded Aop-module by defining (D(X))i :=
D(Xi) for any i ∈ G. Then we have the duality D : mod
G(A)→ modG(Aop).
Under a suitable assumption of A, we give a description of simple objects, projective objects,
injective objects in modG(A) up to isomorphisms.
Proposition 2.1 ([58]). Assume that JA = JA0 ⊕ (
⊕
i∈G\{0} Ai). We take a set PI of idem-
potents of A0 such that {eA0 | e ∈ PI} is a complete list of the non-isomorphic indecomposable
projective A0-modules. Then the following assertions hold.
(a) Any complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of A0 is that of A.
(b) A complete list of the non-isomorphic simple objects in modG(A) is given by
{S(i) | i ∈ G,S is a simple A0-module}.
(c) A complete list of the non-isomorphic indecomposable projective objects in modG(A) is
given by
{e(i)A | i ∈ G, e ∈ PI}.
(d) A complete list of the non-isomorphic indecomposable injective objects in modG(A) is
given by
{D(Ae)(i) | i ∈ G, e ∈ PI}.
Let G = G/H be a factor group of G, where H is a subgroup of G. Denote by i := i+H in
G for any i ∈ G. For any G-graded algebra A, it can be viewed as a G-graded algebra, i.e.,
Ai =
⊕
j∈i+H
Aj , ∀i ∈ G.
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Furthermore, in this case, any G-graded A-module X can be viewed as a G-graded module by
letting
Xi =
⊕
j∈i+H
Xj , ∀i ∈ G.
Then there is an exact functor FG : mod
G(A) → modG(A), which is also called the forgetful
functor. Let X and Y be G-graded A-modules. Then
Hom
modG(A)
(FG(X), FG(Y )) =
⊕
i∈H
HommodG(A)(X,Y (i)).
For the special case H = G, obviously, modG(A) = mod(A).
Finally we recall the tensor algebra of two G-graded algebras.
For any two G-graded algebras A and B, we define a G-grading on the tensor algebra A⊗KB
by letting
(A⊗K B)i :=
{
a⊗ b |
∑
a⊗ b, a ∈ Ak, b ∈ Bl, k + l = i
}
for any i ∈ G.
Moreover let C be a G-graded algebra, X be a G-graded Aop ⊗K B-module and Y be a
G-graded Bop ⊗K C-module. We define a G-grading on the A
op ⊗K C-module X ⊗B Y by
(X ⊗B Y )i :=
{∑
x⊗ y | x ∈ Xk, y ∈ Yl, k + l = i
}
for any i ∈ G.
2.3. Gorenstein algebra and Gorenstein projective modules.
Definition 2.2. A finite-dimensional K-algebra A is called a Gorenstein (or Iwanaga-Gorenstein)
algebra if A satisfies inj.dim AA <∞ and inj.dimAA <∞.
Then a K-algebra A is Gorenstein if and only if inj.dimAA <∞ and proj.dimD(AA) <∞.
For a Gorenstein algebra A, by Zask’s Lemma we have inj.dimAA = inj.dimAA, see also [3,
Lemma 6.9] and [18, Lemma 1.2], the common value is denoted by G.dimA. If G.dimA ≤ d,
we say that A is a d-Gorenstein algebra.
To illustrate the introduced notion we present below several examples.
Example 2.3. (a) Let A be an algebra of global dimension d. Then A is a d-Gorenstein algebra.
(b) Let Zn be the quiver with n vertices and n arrows which forms an oriented cycle. The
vertex set of Zn is {0, 1, . . . , n−1}. Let Im be the two-sided ideal of KZn generated by all paths of
length m, for m ≥ 2. Then A = KZn/Im is a self-injective algebra, i.e. 0-Gorenstein algebras.
(c) Retain the notations as in (b). Let B be an algebra of global dimension d. Then A⊗K B
is a d-Gorenstein algebras, which is not self-injective in general.
(d) Let Ai be di-Gorenstein algebras for i = 1, 2. Then A1 ⊗K A2 is a (d1 + d2)-Gorenstein
algebra, see e.g. [3, 39].
(e) Let Q be a finite acyclic quiver and CQ the associated cluster category. Let T be a tilting
module of the path algebra KQ. Denote by A = EndCQ(T ) the cluster-tilted algebra. It infers
from [27] that A is 1-Gorenstein, which usually has infinite global dimension.
(f) Let A be a gentle algebra. Then A is a Gorenstein algebra, see [13].
Definition 2.4 ([9]). Let A be a Gorenstein algebra. A finitely generated A-module M is called
to be Gorenstein projective (or (maximal) Cohen-Macaulay) if
ExtiA(M,A) = 0 for i 6= 0.
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The full subcategory of Gorenstein projective modules in mod(A) is denoted by Gproj(A).
For a module M take a short exact sequence 0 → Ω(M) → P → M → 0 with P projective.
The module Ω(M) is called a syzygy module of M . Syzygy modules of M are not uniquely
determined, while they are naturally isomorphic to each other in the stable category modA.
For each d ≥ 1 denote by Ωd(mod(A)) the subcategory of modules of the form Ωd(M) for an
A-module M .
Theorem 2.5 ([9]). Let A be an algebra and let d ≥ 0. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) the algebra A is d-Gorenstein;
(b) Gproj(A) = Ωd(mod(A)).
In this case, an A-module G is Gorenstein projective if and only if there is an exact sequence
0→ G→ P 0 → P 1 → · · · with each P i projective.
Example 2.6. (a) Continue Example 2.3 (a). The Gorenstein projective A-modules are just
projective A-modules.
(b) Continue Example 2.3 (b). All A-modules are Gorenstein projective.
(c) Continue Example 2.3 (c). Note that all A ⊗K B-modules are naturally right A and
B-modules. Then for an A ⊗K B-module X, it is Gorenstein projective if and only if XB is
projective, see [51].
(d) Continue Example 2.3 (d). The A1⊗K A2-Gorenstein projective modules are described in
[51] in terms of their underlying onesided modules.
(e) Continue Example 2.3 (e). The Gorenstein projective A-modules are just the torsionless
modules.
(f) Continue Example 2.3 (f). The Gorenstein projective A-modules are described in [24].
Similarly, for G-graded algebras, one can define the G-graded Gorenstein algebras, G-graded
Gorenstein projective modules, see [1]. We denote by GprojG(A) the full subcategory of modG(A)
formed by all G-graded Gorenstein projective modules.
For a finite-dimensional G-graded algebra A, let F : modG(A) → mod(A) be the forgetful
functor, then for any M ∈ modG(A), M is graded projective (resp. graded injective) if and only
if F (M) is projective (resp. injective) as A-module, see [41, Corollary 2.1] or [15, Proposition 1.3,
Proposition 1.4]. In fact, one has G- grinj.dimAM = inj.dimAM for any graded A-module M
(see e.g. [41, Theorem 2.1]), whereG- grinj.dimAM denotes the injective dimension in mod
G(A).
Thus the G-graded algebra A is G-graded d-Gorenstein if and only if it is d-Gorenstein as an
ungraded ring (see e.g. [1, Proposition 2.1]). It can be checked that all results concerning
Gorenstein projective modules in [9] hold for G-graded Gorenstein projective modules (see e.g.
[1]).
2.4. Z-graded algebras. Let a be a nonnegative integer. In this paper, we mainly consider
Z/aZ-graded algebras. Note that Z/aZ-graded algebras are just Z-graded algebras if a = 0.
From above, any Z-graded algebra A is Z/aZ-graded. Also we can regard X ∈ modZ(A) as a
Z/aZ-graded A-module.
Note that modZ/aZ(A) = mod(A) if a = 1.
The following example shows that every algebra can be viewed as a Z-graded algebra.
Example 2.7. Let A be a K-algebra. Then A can be viewed as a Z-graded algebra concentrated
at degree zero. Similarly, for any X ∈ mod(A), it can be viewed as a Z-graded A-module
concentrated at degree zero. In this way, mod(A) is a subcategory of modZ(A).
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In the following, for a Z-graded algebra A, by abuse of notations, we use F : modZ(A) →
mod(A) and F : modZ/aZ(A) → mod(A) to denote the forgetful functors; by noting that Z/aZ
is a quotient group of Z, we have the forgetful functor Fa : mod
Z(A)→ modZ/aZ(A).
Lemma 2.8 (see e.g. [1, 36]). Let A =
⊕
i∈ZAi be a Z-graded algebra. Then the forgetful
functors F : modZ(A) → mod(A) and F : modZ/aZ(A) → mod(A) induces forgetful functors
from GprojZ(A) to Gproj(A) and GprojZ/aZ(A) to Gproj(A) respectively, which are also denoted
by F .
Lemma 2.9. Let A =
⊕
i∈ZAi be a Z-graded algebra. Then the functor Fa : mod
Z(A) →
modZ/aZ(A) induces a functor from GprojZ(A) to GprojZ/aZ(A), which is also denoted by Fa.
Proof. For any M ∈ modZ(A), Lemma 2.8 implies that F (M) ∈ Gproj(A). Since Fa(M) ∈
modZ/aZ(A) and F (Fa(M)) = F (M) ∈ Gproj(A), we get that Fa(M) ∈ Gproj
Z/aZ(A) by
Lemma 2.8. 
Definition 2.10 ([42]). Let A =
⊕
i∈ZAi be a Z-graded algebra. The G-graded singularity
category is
Dsg(mod
G(A)) := Db(modG(A))/Kb(projG(A)),
where G = Z/aZ for some integer a ≥ 0.
In fact, we have the ungraded singularity category for the case a = 1. More explicitly, the
(ungraded) singularity category of A is Dsg(mod(A)) := D
b(mod(A))/Kb(projA).
Denote by π : Db(mod(A)) → Dsg(mod(A)) and π
G : Db(modG(A)) → Dsg(mod
GA) the
localization functors for G = Z/aZ with a ≥ 0.
Finally, we recall the Buchweitz-Happel’s Theorem.
Theorem 2.11 ([8, 17, 18]). Let A be a Z-graded Gorenstein algebra. Then GprojG(A) for
any group G = Z/aZ are Frobenius categories with the G-graded projective modules as the
projective-injective objects. Furthermore, its stable category GprojG(A) is triangulated equivalent
to Dsg(mod
G(A)).
By the way, in the above theorem, we have the ungraded case for a = 1, and the Z-graded
case for a = 0.
2.5. Singularity categories of positively graded algebras. A Z-graded algebra is called
positively graded (or non-negatively graded) if A =
⊕
i≥0Ai. Note that for a positively graded
algebra A, the equation
JA = JA0 ⊕ (
⊕
i 6=0
Ai) = JA0¯ ⊕ (
⊕
i¯ 6=0
Ai¯)
always holds. So A with both gradings above satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2.1, see
[58, Proposition 2.18].
Example 2.12. (a) Let Q be an arbitrary quiver, and KQ be its path algebra. Then KQ =⊕
i≥0KQi, where for any i ≥ 0, KQi is the subspace of KQ generated by the set Qi of all paths
of length i. Then it is well-known that KQ is a positively graded algebra.
(b) Retain the notations as in (a). Let I be a homogeneous ideal of KQ, and A := KQ/I.
Then A is also positively graded.
In the following, we always assume that A is a positively graded algebra. Certainly, for
a finite-dimensional positively graded algebra A =
⊕
i≥0Ai which we mainly focus on, A is
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d-graded Gorenstein if and only if A is d-Gorenstein. So we do not distinguish them in the
following.
The additive functor Fa : mod
Z(A)→ modZ/aZ(A) induces an additive functor
Db(Fa) : D
b(modZ(A))→ Db(modZ/aZ(A)),
which is a triangulated functor. Similar to [58, Proposition 2.25], we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.13. We have thick(ImDb(Fa)) = D
b(modZ/aZ(A)).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [58, Proposition 2.6]. Obviously, ImDb(Fa) contains all
simple objects in modZ/aZ(A). For any M ∈ modZ/aZ(A), it has a finite filtration by sim-
ple objects in modZ/aZ(A). Since short exact sequences in modZ/aZ(A) gives rise to triangles in
Db(modZ/aZ(A)), thick(ImDb(Fa)) contains all objects in mod
Z/aZ(A), and then thick(ImDb(Fa)) =
Db(modZ/aZ(A)). 
For any i > 0, note that Z/aZ is a quotient group of Z/iaZ. Then we have the forgetful functor
from modZ/iaZ(A) −→ modZ/aZ(A), denoted by F iaa . Obviously, Fa = F
ia
a ◦ Fia. Similarly, F
ia
a
induces a triangulated functor Db(F iaa ) : D
b(modZ/iaZ(A)) −→ Db(modZ/aZ(A)).
Since all the exact functors Fa and F
ia
a preserve projective objects, they induce the tri-
angulated functors Fa : Dsg(mod
Z(A)) → Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)), and F iaa : Dsg(mod
Z/iaZ A) →
Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)) respectively. In particular, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
Db(modZ(A))
π
//
Db(Fia)

Db(Fa)
%%
Dsg(mod
Z(A))
Fia

Fa
yy
Db(modZ/iaZ(A))
πZ/iaZ
//
Db(F iaa )

Dsg(mod
Z/iaZ(A))
F iaa

Db(modZ/aZ(A))
πZ/aZ
// Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)).
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.9, we can prove that both Fa and F
ia
a preserve Goren-
stein projective modules, and then they induce triangulated functors on the stable categories.
By abuse of notations, we also denote them by Fa : Gproj
Z(A) → GprojZ/aZ(A) and F iaa :
GprojZ/iaZ(A)→ GprojZ/aZ(A) respectively.
Lemma 2.14. Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra. Then we have the following
(a) GprojZ/aZ(A) = thick(ImFa) = Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)),
(b) thick(ImDb(F iaa )) = D
b(modZ/aZ(A)),
(c) GprojZ/aZ(A) = thick(ImF iaa ) = Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)).
Proof. Since the functors π, πZ/aZ and πZ/iaZ are dense, all assertions follow from Lemma 2.13
and the above commutative diagram. 
2.6. Existence of tilting objects in singularity categories. First, we recall the definition
of tilting objects. Let T be a triangulated category. An object U ∈ T is called tilting if it
satisfies the following conditions.
(T1) HomT (U,Σ
iU) = 0 for any i 6= 0.
(T2) T = thickT (U).
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Let T be an algebraic triangulated Krull-Schmidt category. If T has a tilting object U , then
there exists a triangulated equivalence T ≃ Kb(proj(EndT (U))), see [25].
Return to our setting, let A be a positively graded algebra. Following [58], the truncation
functors
(−)≥i : mod
Z(A)→ modZ(A), (−)≤i : mod
Z(A)→ modZ(A)
are defined as follows. For a Z-graded A-module X, X≥i is a Z-graded sub A-module of X
defined by
(X≥i)j :=
{
0 if j < i
Xj if j ≥ i,
and X≤i is a Z-graded factor A-module X/X≥i+1 of X.
Now we define a Z-graded A-module by
T :=
⊕
i≥0
A(i)≤0.(1)
For large enough i, obviously, A(i)≤0 is projective since A is finite-dimensional. So we can
regard T as an object in Dsg(mod
Z(A)) (by noting that every projective modules are zero in
Dsg(mod
Z(A))).
Lemma 2.15 ([36]). Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra where A0 has finite global
dimension. If T =
⊕
i≥0A(i)≤0 is a Gorenstein projective A-module, then T is a tilting object
in Dsg(mod
Z(A)).
In the following, we assume that T =
⊕
i≥0A(i)≤0 is a Gorenstein projective A-module. Let
Γ := EndDsg(modZ(A))(T ).(2)
In general, it might be difficult to compute Γ. However, this is more manageable for certain
kind of algebras A recalled in the following.
Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra, ModZ(A) be the category of all graded
right A-modules. We say that A has Gorenstein parameter ℓ if socA is contained in Aℓ. The
endomorphism ring of T in the graded singularity category is just the one in graded module
category, thanks to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.16 ([58, 36]). Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra of Gorenstein parameter
ℓ. Assume that T =
⊕
i≥0A(i)≤0 is a Gorenstein projective A-module. Take a decomposition
T = T ⊕ P in ModZ(A) where T is a direct sum of all indecomposable non-projective direct
summand of T . Then
(a) T is finitely generated, and is isomorphic to T in GprojZA;
(b) there exists an algebra isomorphism Γ ∼= EndmodZ(A)(T );
(c) if A0 has finite global dimension, then so does Γ. In this case, we have Dsg(mod
Z(A)) ≃
Db(mod(Γ)).
Similar to [58, Section 3.2], let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra of Gorenstein
parameter ℓ. Then T =
⊕ℓ−1
i=0 A(i)≤0. In convenience, we write T as the following matrix form:
T =


A(ℓ− 1)≤0
A(ℓ− 2)≤0
...
A(0)≤0

 =
1− ℓ 2− ℓ · · · −1 0

A0 A1
A0
· · ·
· · ·
. . .
Aℓ−2
Aℓ−3
...
A0
Aℓ−1
Aℓ−2
...
A1
A0

 .
(3)
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Here the numbers 1− ℓ, 2− ℓ, · · · , −1, 0 denote the degrees. Then Lemma 2.16 (b) shows that
there exists an algebra isomorphism
Γ ∼=


A0 A1 · · · Al−2 Al−1
A0 · · · Al−3 Al−2
. . .
...
...
A0 A1
A0

 ,(4)
and we identify them via this isomorphism in the following. Then the algebra Γ acts on T
from both sides by the matrix multiplication, and we can regard T as a Γop ⊗K Γ-module. In
particular, T is isomorphic to Γ as a Γop ⊗K Γ-module.
On the other hand, T is a Z-graded Γop ⊗K A-module with left Γ-module structure given by
the matrix multiplication.
Similar to [58, Proposition 3.14], the triangulated equivalence in Lemma 2.16 (b) is given by
the composition
Ξ : Db(mod(Γ))
−⊗LΓT−−−−→ Db(modZ(A))
πZ
−→ Dsg(mod
Z(A)).(5)
2.7. Deriving DG categories. In this subsection, first we collect basic facts on DG categories
and their derived categories from [25]. After that, we recall the definition of derived-orbit
categories defined in [58] which is a special case of DG orbit categories defined in [26].
Definition 2.17 ([25]). An additive category A is called a differential graded (DG) category if
the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) For any X,Y ∈ A , the morphism set HomA (X,Y ) is a Z-graded abelian group
HomA (X,Y ) =
⊕
i∈Z
HomiA (X,Y )
such that gf ∈ Homi+j
A
(X,Z) for any f ∈ Homi
A
(X,Y ) and g ∈ Homj
A
(Y,Z) where X,Y,Z ∈ A
and i, j ∈ Z.
(b) The morphism set is endowed with a differential d (i.e. d2 = 0) of degree 1 such that the
equation
d(gf) = (dg)f + (−1)jg(df)
hold for any f ∈ HomA (X,Y ) and g ∈ Hom
j
A
(Y,Z) where X,Y,Z ∈ A and j ∈ Z.
For a DG category A , H0(A ) is the additive category whose objects are the same as A , and
the morphism set from X to Y is H0(HomA (X,Y )).
Let A and B be DG categories. An additive functor F : A → B is called a DG functor if
it preserves the grading and commutes with differentials.
We give the following typical examples of DG categories.
Example 2.18. (a) Let A be an additive category. Then A is a DG category such that its
morphism sets are concentrated at degree 0, i.e., Hom0A(X,Y ) = HomA(X,Y ) for any X,Y ∈ A.
(b) Let A be an additive category and C(A) the category of complexes over A with the morphism
sets and the differential defined as follows:
• For any two complexes L,M and an integer n ∈ Z, we define HomnC(A)(L,M) to be the set
formed by the morphisms f : L→M of graded objects of degree n, and HomC(A)(L,M) =⊕
n∈ZHom
n
C(A)(L,M).
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• The differential is the commutator
d(f) = dMf − (−1)
nfdL
for any f ∈ HomnC(A)(L,M).
In this case, H0(C(A)) coincides with the homotopy category K(A) of complexes over A.
Let Cb(A) be the full subcategory of C(A) formed by all bounded complexes. Then we have
H0(Cb(A)) = Kb(A).
Example 2.19. Any Z-graded algebra A =
⊕
i∈ZAi can be viewed as a DG category (denoted
also by A) with trivial differential. In particular, any algebra A can be viewed as a DG category
whose morphism space is concentrated at degree 0.
Let A be a small DG K-category. A DG A -module is a DG functor A op → C(Mod(K)).
Then DG A -modules form a DG category which is denoted by Cdg(A ).
We denote by Kdg(A ) := H
0(Cdg(A )) the homotopy category of DG A -modules. By formally
inverting quasi-isomorphisms in Kdg(A ), we obtain the derived category Ddg(A ) of DG A -
modules. From [25], Kdg(A ) and Ddg(A ) are triangulated categories.
The following example shows that the homotopy category and derived categories of algebras
are covered by the above ones.
Example 2.20. Let A be a K-algebra. Let C(Mod(A)) be the DG category of complexes over
Mod(A) as in Example 2.18 (b). We regard A as a DG category as in Example 2.19. Then we
have another DG category Cdg(A) of DG A-modules, which coincides with C(Mod(A)). Further-
more, Kdg(A) = K(Mod(A)) and Ddg(A) = D(Mod(A)).
We call a DG functor A → Cdg(A ) sendingX to HomA (−,X) the Yoneda embedding. In this
way, A is a DG full subcategory of Cdg(A ), and H
0(A ) is a full subcategory of H0(Cdg(A )) =
Kdg(A ), which is also of Ddg(A ).
Definition 2.21 ([26]). Let A be a DG category. We call the full subcategory thickDdg(A )(H
0(A ))
of Ddg(A ) the triangulated hull of H
0(A ).
2.8. Derived-orbit categories.
Definition 2.22 ([26]). Let A be a DG category, and F : A → A a DG functor. A DG
category A /F+ is defined as follows.
• The objects are the same as A .
• For X,Y ∈ A , the morphism set from X to Y is defined by
HomA /F+(X,Y ) :=
∞⊕
n=0
HomA (F
nX,Y ).
• The differential of A /F+ is induced from that of A .
The DG orbit category A /F is defined with the objects the same as A , and the morphism
set from X to Y is defined by
HomA /F (X,Y ) := colim(HomA /F+(X,Y )
F
−→ HomA /F+(X,FY )
F
−→ · · · ),
with the differential of A /F induced from that of A /F+.
Let A be a DG category, F : A → A a DG functor, and the induced functor H0(F ) :
H0(A )→ H0(A ). It is easy to see that
H0(A /F ) ≃ H0(A )/H0(F ),
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and then the triangulated hull thickDdg(A /F )(H
0(A /F )) of H0(A /F ) is a triangulated cate-
gory which contains H0(A )/H0(F ) as a full subcategory, and is generated by H0(A )/H0(F ),
see [58, Proposition 5.8].
Let Λ be an algebra of finite global dimension, M a bounded complex of Λop ⊗K Λ-modules.
Let A := Cb(proj(Λ)) be the DG category of bounded complexes over proj(Λ). Then H0(A ) =
Kb(proj(Λ)) = Db(mod(Λ)). Since Λop ⊗K Λ has finite global dimension, there exists a quasi-
isomorphism pM →M with a bounded complex pM of projective Λop⊗K Λ-modules. Consider
the DG functor:
F := −⊗Λ pM : A → A .
Then we have the induced functor
H0(F ) = −⊗LΛM : D
b(mod(Λ))→ Db(mod(Λ)).
We call the triangulated hull
D(Λ,M) := thickDdg(A /F )(H
0(A /F ))(6)
of H0(A /F ) the derived-orbit category of (Λ,M).
Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra, and Γ an algebra of finite global dimension.
We regard Γ as a Z-graded algebra as in Example 2.7. Let U ∈ Db(modZ(Γop ⊗K A)), N ∈
Db(mod(Γop ⊗K Γ)), and
ϕ := −⊗LΓ N : D
b(mod(Γ))→ Db(mod(Γ)).
We consider the derived tensor functor
−⊗LΓ U : D
b(mod(Γ))→ Db(modZ(A))
and the canonical functor πZ : Db(modZ(A)) → Dsg(mod
Z(A)). Composing them, we have a
triangulated functor
ψ := πZ ◦ (−⊗LΓ U) : D
b(mod(Γ))→ Dsg(mod
Z(A)).
Theorem 2.23. (see [23, Theorem A.20]) We fix an integer a. Assume that there exists a
triangle
P → U(a)→ N ⊗LΓ U → ΣP
in Db(modZ(Γop ⊗K A)) such that P belongs to K
b(projZ(A)) as an object in Db(modZ(A)).
Then there exists an additive functor Db(mod(Γ))/ϕ → Dsg(mod
Z(A))/(a) and a triangulated
functor ψ˜ : D(Γ, N)→ Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A)) which makes the diagram
Db(mod(Γ))
ψ
//

Dsg(mod
Z(A))

Fa
yy
Db(mod(Γ))/ϕ //

Dsg(mod
Z(A))/(a)

D(Γ, N)
ψ˜
// Dsg(mod
Z/aZ(A))
commutative.
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2.9. Root categories.
Definition 2.24 ([26, 10, 43]). Let Λ be an algebra of finite global dimension. For M = ΣmΛ,
and F = − ⊗Λ Σ
mΛ, we call the derived-orbit category D(Λ,ΣmΛ) of (Λ,ΣmΛ) the m-root
category of Λ, and denote it by RΛ,m.
By definition, the m-root category RΛ,m is the triangulated hull of D
b(mod(Λ))/Σm. In
particular, the 2-root category is called the root category and denote by RΛ briefly.
It is worth noting that when Λ is a hereditary algebra, Peng and Xiao [43] proved that the orbit
category Db(mod(Λ))/Σm is triangulated via the homotopy category of m-periodic complexes
of projective Λ-modules for any m > 1 (Ringel and Zhang [50] proved for the case m = 1).
In fact, in this case, the m-root category RΛ,m is triangulated equivalent to the orbit category
Db(mod(Λ))/Σm, see [43, 26].
3. Singularity categories of Λk = Λ⊗K Rk
Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K, Rk = K[X]/(X
k) the truncated
polynomial ring for k ≥ 0. Obviously, Rk is self-injective. For the case k = 2, we call Rk the
algebra of dual numbers.
Let
Λk := Λ⊗K Rk(7)
Then Λk is also a finite-dimensional algebra. Furthermore, any Λk-module is naturally a Λ-
module (also a Rk-module).
We endow Rk = K[X]/(X
k) to be a Z-graded algebra withX degree 1. Then Λk is a positively
graded algebra, i.e., Λk =
⊕k−1
i=0 (Λk)i, where (Λk)i
∼= Λ for 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1. Similarly, Λk is natural
a G-graded algebra for any G = Z/aZ. As in Example 2.3 (c), we have that Λk is a d-Gorenstein
algebra if the global dimension of Λ is d.
Assumption 3.1. We always assume that d := gl.dimΛ is finite.
For any Λk-module M , following Example 2.6 (c), we have that M is Gorensetin projective if
MΛ is projective.
In this paper, we mainly consider the (graded) singularity category of Λk, and describe it by
using derived-orbit categories.
3.1. A description of modZ(Λk). We give a description of mod
Z(Λk) by using representations
of quivers over rings. Before that, we fix some notations for quivers following [2].
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) be a quiver. A path of length l from a to b is a sequence (a |
α1, α2, . . . , αl | b), where αi ∈ Q1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and we have s(α1) = a, t(αi) = s(αi+1) for
each 1 ≤ i < l, and t(αl) = b. Such a path is denoted briefly by α1α2 · · ·αl. The path algebra
KQ of Q is the K-algebra whose underlying K-linear space has as its basis the set of all paths
α1α2 · · ·αl for l ≥ 0 in Q and the product is defined by
(α1 · · ·αl)(β1 · · · βn) = δt(αl),s(β1)α1 · · ·αlβ1 · · · βn,
where δt(αl),s(β1) is the Kronecker delta.
Let I be an admissible ideal of KQ. Then (Q, I) is called a bound quiver, and A = KQ/I
the bound quiver algebra. For a K-algebra R, we can consider the representations of (Q, I)
over R. Explicitly, a representation of (Q, I) over R is of form X = (Xi,Xα)i∈Q0,α∈Q1 such
that Xi ∈ mod(R), and Xα : Xs(α) → Xt(α) is a morphism of R-modules which is bound by I.
We call such a representation finite-dimensional if
∑
i∈Q0
dimK Xi <∞. Let repR(Q, I) be the
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finite-dimensional representations of (Q, I) over R. Then it is well known that mod(A⊗K R) ≃
repR(Q, I). We identify these two categories in the following.
Let QA∞
∞
be the infinite quiver:
· · ·
α−2
−−→ −1
α−1
−−→ 0
α0−→ 1
α1−→ · · · .
Let R˜k := KQA∞
∞
/I, where I := 〈αi · · ·αi+k−1 | i ∈ Z〉. Denote by repΛ(QA∞∞ , I) the category of
finite-dimensional representations of (QA∞
∞
, I) over Λ.
Lemma 3.2 ([11]). For any k > 0, the category modZ(Λk) is equivalent to repΛ(QA∞∞ , I).
From now on we will identify these two categories
For a bound quiver algebra Λ, Λk is also a bound quiver algebra. We describe the associated
bound quiver in the following example.
Example 3.3. Let Λ = KQ◦/I◦ be a bound quiver algebra with (Q◦, I◦) its bound quiver. Let
Q be the quiver obtained from Q◦ by adding one loop εi for each vertex i in Q
◦. For any positive
integer k, define A = KQ/Ik, where Ik is the ideal of KQ defined by the following relations:
(H1) For each vertex i we have the nilpotent relation
εki = 0.
(H2) For each arrow (α : i→ j) ∈ Q◦ we have the commutativity relation
εiα = αεj .
(H3) I◦ ⊂ Ik by viewing I
◦ to be in KQ naturally.
From [31], we get that A ∼= Λk = Λ⊗K Rk. So Λk is a finite-dimensional K-algebra and the
representations of Λk are nothing else than representations of (Q
◦, I◦) over the ground ring Rk.
This algebra is also considered in [14] for I◦ = 0. In this case, for k = 1, we have Λ1 =
Λ, which is a hereditary algebra; for k = 2, it is shown in [50] that Λ2 is a 1-Gorenstein
algebra, and that the stable category of Gproj(Λ2) is triangulated equivalent to the orbit category
Db(mod(Λ))/Σ; for Q◦ a quiver of type A2, Ringel and Schmidmeier [49] studied the category
Gproj(Λk) for any k > 0.
3.2. Existence of tilting objects. Let A be a positively graded Gorenstein algebra. Recall
that A has Gorenstein parameter ℓ if socA is contained in Aℓ.
Lemma 3.4. We have that Λk =
⊕∞
i=0(Λk)i =
⊕k−1
i=0 (Λk)i is a positively graded Gorenstein
algebra of Gorenstein parameter k − 1.
Proof. It follows from the definition of Λk. 
For any m > 0, let Tm(Λ) be the upper triangular m×m matrix algebra with coefficients in
Λ, i.e.
Tm(Λ) =


Λ Λ · · · Λ
Λ · · · Λ
.. .
...
Λ


m×m
.(8)
It is well known that Tm(Λ) is a finite-dimensional algebra of global dimension d+1 for m > 1,
and of global dimension d for m = 1.
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Let
T :=
k−2⊕
i=0
Λk(i)≤0(9)
Following (3), it is convenient to write T as the following matrix form,
T =


Λk(k − 2)≤0
Λk(k − 3)≤0
...
Λk(1)≤0
Λk(0)≤0


=
2− k 3− k · · · −1 0

Λ Λ
Λ
· · ·
· · ·
. . .
Λ
Λ
...
Λ
Λ
Λ
...
Λ
Λ


,
where 2− k, 3 − k, . . . ,−1, 0 denote the degrees. Let
Γk := EndDsg(modZ(Λk))(T ).(10)
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Retain the notations and assumption as above. Then T is a tilting object in
Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)), and Γk ∼= Tk−1(Λ).
In particular, the composition
Ξ := πZ ◦ (−⊗LΓk T ) : D
b(mod(Γk))→ Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))(11)
is a triangulated equivalence.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [58, Section 6.1]. Note that Λk(i)≤0 is a projective Λk-
module for any i ≥ k − 1 since Λk has Gorenstein parameter k − 1. So T =
⊕∞
i=0Λk(i)≤0 is
isomorphic to T =
⊕k−2
i=0 Λk(i)≤0 in Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)).
On the other hand, one can check that there is an exact sequence
0→ (Λk(i)≤0)(−k)→ Λk(−1)→ Λk(i)→ Λk(i)≤0 → 0
for each 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2. So Ω2(T ) ∼= T (−k) in the stable category modZ(Λk). Since Λk is
a positively graded Gorenstein algebra, we have that T is a graded Gorenstein projective Λk-
module by the graded version of Theorem 2.5. Then Lemma 2.15 yields that T is a tilting object
in Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)).
It follows from (4) that Γk ∼= Tk−1(Λ).
The last assertion follows from Lemma 2.16 and (5). 
From now on, we identify Γk with Tk−1(Λ). Recall that T is a Γ
op
k ⊗K Γk-module with the
left and right actions given by the matrix multiplication.
Remark 3.6. For N > 0, it is worth noting that O. Iyama, K. Kato and Jun-ichi Miyachi
defined the homotopy category of N -complexes and the derived category of N -complexes in [22].
The homotopy category of N -complexes of projective Λ-modules is triangulated equivalent to the
homotopy category of projective TN−1(Λ)-modules for any algebra Λ, see [22, 5].
Using [51, Proposition 1.2], one can prove that GprojZ(Λk) is equivalent to the category of
k-complex of projective Λk-modules as Frobenius categories, which yields that Gproj
Z(Λk) is
triangulated equivalent to the homotopy category of k-complexes of projective Λk-modules, and
so Proposition 3.5 can be proved in this way.
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3.3. Main result. Let
M =
2k−2⊕
i=k
Λk(i)≥1−k.(12)
Similarly, it is convenient to write M as the following matrix form
M =


Λk(2k − 2)≥1−k
Λk(2k − 1)≥1−k
...
Λk(1− k)≥1−k
Λk(k)≥1−k


=
1− k 2− k · · · −2 −1

Λ
Λ
...
Λ
Λ
Λ
...
Λ
Λ
. . .
· · ·
· · ·
Λ
Λ Λ


.
Recall that Γk = Tk−1(Λ). The algebra Γk acts onM from both sides by matrix multiplication,
which implies thatM is a Γopk ⊗KΓk-module. Since the action of Γk onM from the left commutes
with that of Λk from the right, we can also regard M as a Z-graded Γ
op
k ⊗ Λk-module.
Lemma 3.7. The following assertions hold.
(a) There exist isomorphisms M ⊗LΓk T
∼=M and T ⊗LΓk T
∼= T in Db(modZ(Γ
op
k ⊗K Λk)).
(b) There exist two short exact sequences
0→M →
2k−2⊕
i=k
Λk(i)→ T (k)→ 0, and 0→ T → (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) →M → 0
in modZ(Γopk ⊗ Λk).
Proof. Similar to the proof of [58, Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 (1)], we can prove (a) and get the
first exact sequence in (b). So we only need to prove the existence of the second exact sequence
in (b).
It is easy to see that it is an exact sequence in modZ(Λk). Similar to (3), we can write
(Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) in a matrix form, and the left Γk-module structure of (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) is
induced by the matrix multiplication. Together with the left Γk-module structures of T and M ,
it is routine to check that
0→ T → (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) →M → 0
is an exact sequence in modZ(Γopk ⊗ Λk). 
Since each short exact sequence in modZ(Γopk ⊗Λk) gives a triangle in D
b(modZ(Γopk ⊗K Λk)),
we have the following two triangles in Db(modZ(Γopk ⊗K Λk)):
2k−2⊕
i=k
Λk(i)→ T (k)→ ΣM ⊗
L
Γk
T → Σ(
2k−2⊕
i=k
Λk(i))
and
Σ((Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1))→ ΣM → Σ2T → Σ2((Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1)),
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by noting that M ⊗LΓk T
∼=M in Db(modZ(Γ
op
k ⊗K Λk)). Combining them, we get the following
commutative diagram by octahedral axiom:⊕2k−2
i=k Λk(i)
// V //

Σ((Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1))⊗LΓk T
//

Σ(
⊕2k−2
i=k Λk(i))
⊕2k−2
i=k Λk(i)
// T (k) //

ΣM ⊗LΓk T
//

Σ(
⊕2k−2
i=k Λk(i))
Σ2T ⊗LΓk T

Σ2T ⊗LΓk T

ΣV // Σ2((Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1))⊗LΓk T .
Then the second column gives the following triangle in Db(modZ(Γopk ⊗K Λk)):
(13) V
α
−→ T (k)
β
−→ Σ2T ⊗LΓk T
γ
−→ ΣV.
Similar to Lemma 3.7 (a), we obtain that (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) ⊗LΓk T
∼= (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) in
Db(modZ(Γopk ⊗K Λk)). In particular, (Λk(k − 1))
⊕(k−1) ⊗LΓk T ∈ K
b(projZ(Λk)). From the
triangle in the first row (viewed in Db(modZ(Λk))), it follows that V ∈ K
b(projZ(Λk)) by viewing
Kb(projZ(Λk)) to be the thick subcategory of D
b(modZ(Λk)).
Proposition 3.8. We have the following commutative diagram of triangulated equivalences up
to an isomorphism of functors.
Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
//
−⊗L
Γk
Σ2T

Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))
(k)

Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
// Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)).
In particular, −⊗LΓk Σ
2T ≃ Σ2 and there is an isomorphism of functors (k) ◦ Ξ
∼
−→ Ξ ◦Σ2.
Proof. For convenience, denote by φ := −⊗LΓk Σ
2T . For X ∈ Db(mod(Γk)), we have a triangle
πZ(X ⊗LΓk V )→ π
Z(X ⊗LΓk T (k))
πZ(X⊗LΓk
β)
−−−−−−−→ πZ(X ⊗LΓk Σ
2T ⊗LΓk T )→ Σπ
Z(X ⊗LΓk V )(14)
in Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) by applying π
Z ◦ (X ⊗LΓk −) to the triangle (13). By definition, π
Z(X ⊗LΓk
T (k)) = Ξ(X)(k) and πZ(X ⊗LΓk Σ
2T ⊗LΓk T ) = Ξφ(X). From the above analysis, we have
V ∈ Kb(projZ(Λk)). Since gl.dimΓk < ∞, we can assume that X ∈ K
b(proj(Γk)). It follows
that X ⊗LΓk V ∈ K
b(projZ(Λk)). From (14), we have an isomorphism
πZ(X ⊗LΓk β) : Ξ(X)(k)→ Ξφ(X)
in Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)). Thus there exists an isomorphism of functors
πZ(−⊗LΓk β) : (k) ◦ Ξ→ Ξ ◦ φ.(15)
Recall that T is a Γopk ⊗K Γk-module with the Γ-action on both sides given by matrix multi-
plications, which is isomorphic to Γk as a Γ
op
k ⊗K Γk-module. So φ ≃ Σ
2.
Together with (15), we have the desired isomorphism of functors (k) ◦ Ξ
∼
−→ Ξ ◦ Σ2. 
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Corollary 3.9. For any n > 0, we have the following equivalences of additive categories:
Db(mod(Γk))/Σ
2n ≃ (Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)))/(kn) ≃ (Gproj
Z(Λk))/(kn).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.8 that (kn) ◦ Ξ
∼
−→ Ξ ◦ Σ2n for any n > 0. Then the
equivalence Ξ gives the desired equivalences of additive categories. 
Recall that RΓk ,2n = D(Γk,Σ
2nΓk) is the 2n-root category of Γk. Then we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.10. For any integers k > 0, n > 0, there exists a triangulated equivalence
Ξ˜ : RΓk,2n −→ Dsg(mod
Z/knZ(Λk))
which makes the following diagram commutative:
Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
//
nat.

Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))
Fkn

∼
// GprojZ(Λk)
Fkn

RΓk,2n
Ξ˜
// Dsg(mod
Z/knZ(Λk))
∼
// GprojZ/knZ(Λk).
Proof. By using Proposition 3.8, the proof is similar to [58, Theorem 6.2], for convenience,
we give it here. By applying Theorem 2.23 and Proposition 3.8, we get that there exists a
triangulated functor Ξ˜ : RΓk ,2n → Dsg(mod
Z/knZ(Λk)) such that the above diagram is commu-
tative. By definition, RΓk,2n is generated by D
b(mod(Γk))/Σ
2n, and Lemma 2.14 shows that
Dsg(mod
Z/knZ(Λk)) is generated by (Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)))/(kn). Note that the restriction of Ξ˜ to
Db(mod(Γk))/Σ
2n gives the equivalence of additive categories
Db(mod(Γk))/Σ
2n ≃ (Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)))/(kn)
in Corollary 3.9. Therefore, Ξ˜ is a triangulated equivalence. 
We have the following corollary directly.
Corollary 3.11. For any integer k > 0, there exists a triangulated equivalence
Ξ˜ : RΓk −→ Dsg(mod
Z/kZ(Λk))
which makes the following diagram commutative:
Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
//
nat.

Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))
Fk

∼
// GprojZ(Λk)
Fk

RΓk
Ξ˜
// Dsg(mod
Z/kZ(Λk))
∼
// GprojZ/kZ(Λk).
3.4. Representations of algebras over the algebra of dual numbers. Recall that an
algebra Λ is called piecewise hereditary if there exists a hereditary abelian category H such that
the bounded derived categories Db(mod(Λ)) and Db(H) are equivalent as triangulated categories,
see [19]. The following corollary is a generalization of [50, Theorem 1].
Theorem 3.12. We have a triangulated equivalence:
Dsg(mod
Z/nZ(Λ2)) ≃ RΛ,n, for any n > 0.
Furthermore, if Λ is piecewise hereditary, then
Dsg(mod
Z/nZ(Λ2)) ≃ D
b(mod(Λ))/Σn, for any n > 0.
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Proof. For k = 2, we get that T = Λ, and Γ2 = Λ. Lemma 3.7 gives the exact sequence in
modZ((Λ)op ⊗K Λ2):
0→ Λ = T → Λ2(1)→ T (1) = Λ(1)→ 0.
Then there is a triangle
Λ2(1)→ T (1)→ ΣT → ΣΛ2(1)
in Db(modZ(Γop2 ⊗K Λ2)). Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.8, there exists a commutative
diagram
Db(mod(Λ))
Ξ
//
Σ

Dsg(mod
Z(Λ2))
(1)

Db(mod(Λ))
Ξ
// Dsg(mod
Z(Λ2)),
i.e., Ξ ◦ Σ = (1) ◦ Ξ. Furthermore, for any n > 0, Ξ ◦ Σn = (n) ◦ Ξ. Also similar to the proofs
of Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 3.10, we obtain that Db(mod(Λ))/Σn ≃ Dsg(mod
Z(Λ2))/(n) and
there exists a triangulated equivalence
Ξ˜ : RΛ,n −→ Dsg(mod
Z/nZ(Λ2)),
for any n > 0.
For the second assertion, if Λ is piecewise hereditary, then the derived-orbit category RΛ,n =
D(Λ,ΣnΛ) is the triangulated hull of Db(mod(Λ))/Σn in D(Cbdg(proj Λ)/Σ
n). In this case, by
the theorem in [26, §4], we get that Db(mod(Λ))/Σn is already a triangulated category, which
implies that RΛ,n is triangulated equivalent to D
b(mod(Λ))/Σn. 
Corollary 3.13 (cf. [50]). If Λ is piecewise hereditary, we have Gproj(Λ2) ≃ Dsg(mod(Λ2)) ≃
Db(mod(Λ))/Σ.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.12 by noting that modZ/1Z(Λ2) ≃ mod(Λ2). 
3.5. For Γk piecewise hereditary. In this subsection, we describe Dsg(Λk) for the case when
Γk is piecewise hereditary.
Recall the triangulated equivalence Ξ = πZ ◦ (− ⊗LΓk T ) in (11). Note that the grade shift
functor (1) : modZ(Λk) → mod
Z(Λk) gives a triangulated equivalence (1) : Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) →
Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)). Then it induces a triangulated equivalence Ψ : D
b(mod(Γk)) → D
b(mod(Γk))
which makes the following diagram commutative:
Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
//
Ψ

Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))
(1)

Db(mod(Γk))
Ξ
// Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)).
In particular, Ψk ≃ Σ2 by Proposition 3.8.
Lemma 3.14. Retain the notations as above. If Γk is piecewise hereditary, then D
b(mod(Γk))/Ψ
is a triangulated orbit category a` la Keller [26].
Proof. We make the following observations.
First, since Γk is piecewise hereditary, by definition, there is a hereditary abelian K-category
H such that Db(mod(Γk))
∼
−→ Db(H). We identify Db(mod(Γk)) with D
b(H) in the following.
Second, for any indecomposable object Y of Db(H), it follows from Ψk ≃ Σ2 that only finitely
many Ψi(Y ), i ∈ Z, lie in H.
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Finally, for the Ψ-orbit OV of each indecomposable object V in D
b(H), by using Ψk ≃ Σ2
again, there exists some indecomposable object Y in H such that Y ∈ OV or ΣY ∈ OV .
The assertion follows from these observations, by the theorem in [26, §4]. 
Proposition 3.15. If Γk is piecewise hereditary, then we have the following triangulated equiv-
alences
Db(mod(Γk))/Ψ ≃ Dsg(mod(Λk)) ≃ Gproj(Λk).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.9, we have the following equivalences of additive cate-
gories Db(mod(Γk))/Ψ ≃ Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))/(1). It follows from Lemma 3.14 that D
b(mod(Γk))/Ψ
is a triangulated category. Then the orbit category Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))/(1) is also a triangulated
category. By Lemma 2.14, we get that Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))/(1) ≃ Dsg(mod(Λk)) by noting that
modZ/1Z(Λk) ≃ mod(Λk). It follows from D
b(mod(Γk))/Ψ ≃ Dsg(mod
Z(Λk))/(1) that the func-
tor Ξ induces the triangulated equivalence Db(mod(Γk))/Ψ ≃ Dsg(mod(Λk)). 
4. The Cohen-Macaulay type of Λk
4.1. CM-finite and graded CM-finite. An algebra is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, or sim-
ply, CM-finite, if there are only finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable finitely generated
Gorenstein projecitve modules. Otherwise, the algebra is called to be of infinite Cohen-Macaulay
type, or simply, CM-infinite, see [6, 36].
Let us return to consider group graded algebras. For any group G, a finite-dimensional G-
graded K-algebra A is of finite (G-)graded Cohen-Macaulay type (or G-graded CM-finite) if there
are only finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable finitely generated Gorenstein projective
modules up to the shifts of degree.
It is a well-known fact A is CM-finite if and only if there are only finitely many iso-classes of
indecomposable objects in Gproj(A). Similar result also holds for G-graded algebras.
Lemma 4.1. A finite-dimensional Z-graded K-algebra A is graded CM-finite if A is CM-finite.
Proof. From Lemma 2.9, we have the forgetful functor F : GprojZ(A) → Gproj(A). Obviously,
ImF = GprojZ(A)/(1). Since A is CM-finite, there are only finitely many indecomposable
objects in GprojZ(A)/(1) up to isomorphisms. Then A is graded CM-finite by definition. 
Recall that every Z-graded algebra can be viewed as Z/aZ-graded algebra. Then we have the
following corollary directly.
Corollary 4.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional Z-graded algebra. If A is CM-finite, then A is
Z/aZ-graded CM-finite for any a ≥ 0.
4.2. Derived tubular algebras. In the following, we classify Λk up to Cohen-Macaulay rep-
resentation type. Before that, we need recall some results about derived tubular algebras.
A tubular algebra is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra of extension type
(2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3), (2, 4, 4), or (2, 3, 6) in the sense of [47, page 230]. Note that tubular al-
gebras are piecewise hereditary [12].
We say that an algebra A is derived tubular if it is derived equivalent to a tubular algebra. It
is reasonable to speak of the tubular type of a derived tubular algebra by the following result
proved by D. Happel and C. M. Ringel [20]: two tubular algebras are derived equivalent if and
only if they have the same tubular type. H. Meltzer [40] showed that each derived tubular
algebra can be transformed by a finite sequence of APR-tilts and APR-cotilts to a canonical
algebra of tubular type.
Lemma 4.3. Let Λ = KQ be a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra.
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(i) If Q is of type D4, then T2(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (3, 3, 3);
(ii) If Q is of type A3, then T3(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (2, 4, 4);
(iii) If Q is of type A5, then T2(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (2, 3, 6);
(iv) If Q is of type A2, then T5(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (2, 3, 6).
Proof. The assertions (ii)–(iv) follow from [29, Theorem B].
For (i), from [46, Theorem 2.1], without loss of generality, we can assume that the bound
quiver of T2(Λ) is as Figure 1 shows. Then we do APR-tilt at the vertex 7, APR-cotilts at the
vertices 4, 1, 3 successively to obtain the algebra B as Figure 2 shows. Then T2(Λ) is a derived
tubular algebra since B is a tubular algebra, see e.g. [35].
❄ ❄ ❄
✛✛
✛✛
❄
 ✠
 ✠
7 6 8
3 2 4
1
5
Figure 1. The quiver of T2(Λ) for Λ a
hereditary algebra of type D4.
8
2
4
7 6
3 1
5
✟✟✟✙
✟✟✟✙
✛✛
❍❍
❍❨
❍❍
❍❨
❍❍
❍❨
❍❍
❍❨ ✟✟✟✙
γ3
β3
β2
β1γ2
γ1
α1
α2
α3
β1α1 + β2α2 = 0,
β1α1 + β3α3 = 0;
Figure 2. The bound quiver of B. 
In particular, for any derived tubular algebra A, Db(mod(A)) has infinitely many non-
isomorphic indecomposable objects up to shifts of complexes, see [20].
4.3. CM-finiteness of Λk. First, we give another proof of the following result.
Lemma 4.4 ([49, 52], see also [53, 54]). If Λ is a hereditary algebra of type A2, then Λk = Λ⊗KRk
is CM-finite if and only if k < 6.
Proof. For k = 1, easily, Λ1 = Λ is a hereditary algebra of type A2, which implies Λ1 is CM-free.
For k = 2, we get that T1(Λ) = Λ is a hereditary algebra of type A2. We obtain that Λ2 is
CM-finite since Λ is representation-finite and Gproj(Λ2) ≃ D
b(mod(Λ))/Σ by Corollary 3.13.
For k = 3, easily, T2(Λ) = KQ/I where Q is the quiver as the following diagram shows:
◦
α1
//
β1

◦
α2

◦
β2
// ◦,
and I = 〈α1α2 − β1β2〉. Then T2(Λ) is a tilted algebra of type D4. It follows from Proposition
3.15 that Gproj(Λ3) ≃ D
b(mod(T2(Λ)))/Ψ. Note that D
b(mod(T2(Λ))) has only finitely many
non-isomorphic indecomposable objects up to the shifts of complexes. Since Ψk ≃ Σ2, it is easy
to see that Db(mod(T2(Λ)))/Ψ has only fintely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects.
It follows that Λ3 is CM-finite.
For k = 4, 5, it is similar to the case k = 3, only need to note that T3(Λ) and T4(Λ) are tilted
algebras of type E6 and E8 respectively.
Since Λ is of type A2, Lemma 4.3 yields that T5(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (2, 3, 6).
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.14, we get that Db(modT5(Λ))/Σ
2 is already a triangulated
category. Then RT5(Λ) ≃ D
b(modT5(Λ))/Σ
2. For Λ6, we get that Gproj
Z/6Z(Λ6) ≃ RT5(Λ) ≃
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Db(modT5(Λ))/Σ
2 by Corollary 3.11. Since T5(Λ) is a derived tubular algebra of type (2, 3, 6),
from the structure of its derived category described in [20], we have that there are infinitely
many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects in Db(mod(T5(Λ))) up to the shifts of complexes.
Then Λ6 is Z/6Z-graded CM-infinite, and is CM-infinite by Corollary 4.2.
For Λk with k > 6, from [33, Proposition 1], we know that Tk−1(Λ) is a wild algebra. Since
ind(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) is a subset of ind(D
b(mod(Tk−1(Λ)))/Σ
2) and GprojZ/kZ(Λk) ≃ RTk−1(Λ) by
Corollary 3.11, it is easy to see that Λk is a Z/kZ-graded CM-infinite algebra. From Corollary
4.2, we get that Λk is CM-infinite for k > 6. 
In the above corollary, it is easy to see that the number s(k) of non-isomorphic indecomposable
objects in Gproj(Λk) is given by the formula
s(k) = 2 + 2(k − 1)
6
6 − k
,
see [49].
Lemma 4.5 (see e.g. [7, 57]). For a finite-dimensional algebra B over k, if Db(mod(B)) has
only finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects up to the shift of complexes, then there
exists a hereditary algebra H of finite representation type such that Db(mod(B)) ≃ Db(mod(H)).
Theorem 4.6. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional indecomposable algebra with finite global dimension.
Then for any integer k > 0, Λk = Λ ⊗ Rk is CM-finite if and only if it belongs to one of the
following cases:
(i) k = 1;
(ii) k = 2, Λ is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type A,D, or E;
(iii) k = 3, Λ is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type A1,A2,A3 or A4;
(iv) k = 4 or 5, Λ is a hereditary algebra of type A1,A2;
(v) k ≥ 6, Λ is the a hereditary algebra of type A1.
Proof. “If part”: if Λ is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra H, then [46, Theorem 2.1]
shows that Tk−1(Λ) is derived equivalent to Tk−1(H). Without loss of generality, we assume
that Λ is a hereditary algebra.
It is easy to see that the algebras Tk−1(Λ) appearing in (i)-(v) are either hereditary algebras or
tilted algebras of Dynkin type. Then Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) has only fintely many non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects up to the shift of complexes. From Gproj(Λk) ≃ D
b(mod(Tk−1(Λ)))/Ψ
in Proposition 3.15, we obtain that Λk is CM-finite in each (i)-(v) similar to the proof of Lemma
4.4.
“Only if part”: Λk is CM-finite. Corollary 4.2 shows that Λk is Z/kZ-graded CM-finite.
Together with GprojZ/kZ(Λk) ≃ D
b(mod(Tk−1(Λ)))/Σ
2 by Corollary 3.11, it is easy to see that
Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) has only finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects up to the
shifts of complexes. Note that Λ is naturally a quotient algebra of Tk−1(Λ), and there is an
embedding Db(mod(Λ)) → Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))). So D
b(mod(Λ)) has only finitely many non-
isomorphic indecomposable objects up to the shifts of complexes, together with Lemma 4.5, Λ
is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra H of finite representation type. We also assume
that Λ is a hereditary algebra. Then we prove the result case by case.
(i) for k = 1, it is obvious that Λ1 is always CM-finite.
(ii) for k = 2, Gproj(Λk) ≃ D
b(mod(Λ))/Σ, so Λk is CM-finite only if Λ is of Dynkin type
A,D, or E.
(iii) for k = 3, if Λ is of type An (n ≥ 5), D or E, then T2(Λ) is of infinite representation
type by [32, Section 5], which implies that Db(mod(T2(Λ))) has infinitely many non-isomorphic
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indecomposable objects up to the shifts of complexes. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4, Λk is
CM-infinite in this case.
(iv) for k = 4 and 5, if the quiver of Λ contains a subquiver of type A3, from Lemma 4.3
(ii), it is easy to see that Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) has infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable
objects up to the shifts of complexes. The remaining proof is similar to (iii), hence is omitted
here.
(v) for k ≥ 6, if the quiver of Λ contains a subquiver of type A2, then D
b(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) has
infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects up to the shifts of complexes by Lemma
4.3 (iv). The remaining proof is similar to (iii), hence is omitted here. 
Corollary 4.7. For any integer k > 0, Λk = Λ⊗Rk is CM-finite if and only if Λk is Z-graded
CM-finite.
Proof. From lemma 4.1, we only need prove the “if part”.
If Λk is Z-graded CM-finite, then Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) has only finitely many non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects up to the shifts of degree. By Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.8,
we have the triangulated equivalence Ξ : Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ)))
∼
−→ Dsg(mod
Z(Λk)) such that
Ξ ◦ Σ2 ≃ (k) ◦ Ξ. It follows that Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) has only finitely many non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects up to the shifts of complexes. Then there exists a hereditary algebra
H of finite representation type such that Db(mod(Tk−1(Λ))) ≃ D
b(mod(H)) by Lemma 4.5. It
follows from Theorem 4.6 and its proof that Λk is CM-finite. 
5. Examples
In this section, we describe the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Gproj(Λk) for some Λk of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type, mainly under the condition that Λ is an indecomposable hereditary al-
gebra, i.e., Λ = KQ, where Q is a connected finite quiver. In this case, for the algebras Λk
appearing in Theorem 4.6, cases (i) and (v) are trivial. For case (ii) k = 2, the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of Gproj(Λ2) is described in [50]. For case (iii) k = 3, 4, 5, when Λ is of type A2, its
Auslander-Reiten quiver is described in [49]. So we only need to describe the Auslander-Reiten
quiver for k = 3, and Λ is hereditary of type A3 or A4.
5.1. Let A = KQ/I with the bound quiver (Q, I) as Figure 3 shows, where I is the ideal of
KQ generated by ε31, ε
3
2, ε
3
3, βε2 − ε3β and αε1 − ε2α. Then A
∼= Λ3 = Λ ⊗K K[X]/(X
3) with
for some hereditary algebra Λ of type A3.
1✛α 2 3
✛
β
✠ ✠ ✠
ε1 ε2 ε3
Figure 3. The quiver for Λ3 with Λ hereditary of type A3
The Auslander-Reiten quiver of Λ3 is displayed in Figure 4. As vertices we have the graded
dimension vectors (arising from the obvious Z-covering of Λ3) of the indecomposable Λ3-modules.
The modules on the leftmost column of the figure has to be identified with the corresponding
module on the rightmost one. The projective Λ3-modules are marked with a solid frame.
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Figure 4. Auslander-Reiten quiver for Gproj(Λ3) with Λ hereditary of type A3
5.2. Let Q be the quiver as Figure 5 shows. Let A = KQ/I be the algebra with I the ideal
of KQ generated by the relations ε31, ε
3
2, ε
3
3, ε
3
4, αε1 − ε2α, βε2 − ε3β and γε3 − ε4γ. Then
A ∼= Λ3 = Λ ⊗K K[X]/(X
3) for some hereditary algebra Λ of type A4. The Auslander-Reiten
quiver of Λ3 is displayed in Figure 6. The modules on the leftmost column of the figure has to
be identified with the corresponding module on the rightmost one.
1✛α 2 3
✛
β γ
4✛
✠✠ ✠ ✠
ε1 ε2 ε3 ε4
Figure 5. The quiver for Λ3 with Λ hereditary of type A4
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1 0 0 0
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1 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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Figure 6. Auslander-Reiten quiver of Gproj(Λ3) with Λ hereditary of type A4
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5.3. Finally, we give an example with Λ not hereditary. Let Q be the quiver as Figure 3 shows.
Let A = KQ/I be the algebra with I the ideal of KQ generated by the relation ε21, ε
2
2, ε
2
3, βα,
βε2 − ε3β and αε1 − ε2α. Let Λ = K(1
α
←− 2
β
←− 3)/〈βα〉. Then A ∼= Λ2 = Λ⊗K K[X]/(X
2).
Note that Λ is a tilted algebra of type A3. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of Λ2 is displayed
in Figure 7. The modules on the leftmost column of the figure has to be identified with the
corresponding module on the rightmost one.
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
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0 0 0
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Figure 7. Auslander-Reiten quiver for Gproj(Λ2) with Λ a tilted algebra of type A3.
As a comparison, let B = KQ/I be the algebra with I the ideal of KQ generated by the
relation ε21, ε
2
2, ε
3
3, βε2−ε3β and αε1−ε2α. Then B
∼= Λ2 = Λ⊗KK[X]/(X
2) for some hereditary
algebra Λ of type A3. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of Λ2 is displayed in Figure 8. The modules
on the leftmost column of the figure has to be identified with the corresponding module on the
rightmost one.
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
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0 0 0
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❅❅❘
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  ✒
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Figure 8. Auslander-Reiten quiver for Gproj(Λ2) with Λ hereditary of type A3
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